
Mizzen Mast Support

Problem & Indications:
I began to notice the problem with the mizzen mast deck settling when I couldn't keep the shrouds tight
enough to prevent the leeward shroud swaying in the breeze. Later, there was a distinctly noticeable 
downward movement of the mast step and supporting deck. Finally, dock mates would stop by to chat 
while I worked on other projects, grab a mizzen shroud out of habit and when it moved in large circles 
they would note “Wow, these are really loose. You should tighten them.” Nothing like finally bowing 
peer pressure to move a project up on the list! However, like any boat project, the path to the final 
result can be long and full of unanticipated “opportunities” to learn new skills (Noooooo!!). This one 
was no different.

Previous cockpit rebuilds leading up to this project:
I had the opportunity to learn about the work done on the cockpit by a previous owner, after two larger 
family members cranked and tailed me up the main mast from the cockpit for some cleanup work on 
masthead instruments. This was needed after an osprey decided to have a fish lunch on my mast. 
(Osprey 1, instruments 0.) When I got back down I noticed the port side cockpit deck was now 1/2” 
below the caulking along the inside coaming. Climbing into the locker I could see where the screws 
holding the plywood decking into the bottom of the coaming had pulled completely through the 
delaminated ply in several locations. I also discovered during demolition that the ply was overlaid with 
the original teak decking strips, an added layer of fiberglass and a new layer of teak strips. I assumed 
this was an attempt to stop leaks and damage. Over the course of several months I rebuilt both sides of 
the cockpit decking with 2 layers of 3/8” marine plywood (glued & screwed together) overlaid with the
teak decking strips, from the deck loading icebox aft and around up the starboard side of the cockpit 
stopping just short of the mizzen mast. I would save the best for last, knowing I would be unstepping 
the mast, removing the icebox and remaining decking. This would also give time to research the 
approach and solutions used by others to provide the needed support.

Deck loading icebox hatch & SS box removal:
When I finally bit the bullet to start the last phase, the first step was to demo the icebox hatch frame 
and adjacent decking. This part was pretty straight forward, based on my previous experiences in the 
cockpit. I had decided to use the now available space below, after the box was removed, to permanently
install four lead counter ballast ingots that had been resting unsecured in the port side locker. 

Deck loading icebox framing removed.



Discovery of rotten beam:
Surprise #1 was the discovery that a portion of the forward deck beam had approximately 16” of rot. 
The project just expanded! I defined the limits of the rot back to solid wood, went back another inch 
and cut out the bad material with an oscillating tool. The central portion was completely removed while
both end were cut to a step scarf. All exposed wood was given a treatment of straight ethylene glycol to
prevent further rot. A new piece of oak was cut and trimmed to fit. Final installation happened (after the
SS ice box was removed) with a liberal application of glue and a couple of screws on each end.

Cockpit deck forward beam rot.

Shelf & tiedowns for counter ballast ingots
To continue the work, I used a combination of power shears, Dremel tool metal cutting wheels and 
large tin snips (combined with improved language skills) to cut out the top flange, sides and bottom of 
the surprisingly thick stainless steel box. This went home and has been gradually cut up and used on 
other projects. Remaining decking was removed as necessary to aid in the cutting and removal. Once 
the box was out, I cut out an upper section of the port cockpit locker forward plywood (later epoxy 
edge sealed) for access through the locker to the area I had just opened up. Additional 2x2 support 
beams were cut, glued and bolted to the existing framework, followed by a 1/2” marine ply shelf that 
was edge sealed with penetrating epoxy and painted. Tie down straps were bolted on, the shelf screwed 
in place and the ingots moved and strapped into place. Final installation is shown below, noting the 
stainless wall of  the remaining refrigerator. 

SS icebox removed, four lead ballast ingots on new shelf.



Shelf & relocation of water heater:
With the ingots secured and access provided, building a shelf and supports for the 120v water heater 
was next. The aft support was a repeat of gluing and bolting a 2x2 to the bulkhead. The forward end 
presented a problem because there was no bulkhead present and the exposed refrigerator box would 
receive 3 layers of 1” closed cell foam insulation. Solution was to build a carrier beam assembly with a 
column set on the hull interior and tied to the outboard refrigerator box for additional support.

Water heater test fit with support beam to left.

Water heater outboard support, shelf temp set in background.



The problem of how to install the inboard end of the shelf support column  was solved by using a 
Simpson galvanized framing structural support clip with the legs bent flat for stability and screwed to 
the ingot shelf. As with the ingot shelf, the heater shelf was also epoxy edge sealed and painted prior to 
final installation.

Heater shelf inboard end support column.

With all of this “preliminary” work completed I unstepped the mizzen mast with the help of two dock 
mates, set in the cockpit well and laterally secured it with the two halyards. I used the mizzen boom 
sheet pulled tight to maintain tension on the triatic stay. To prevent a tendency of the foot to kick 
toward the stern it was necessary to add another line around the mast tied to the main sheet cleat. The 
mast was now secure and I could move onto the original reason for this project –  providing additional 
support for the mizzen mast.

Remove & replace two existing cockpit beams, Install new support beam:
The remaining deck layers were removed and the mizzen support beams and king plank were exposed. 
As noted by others, the beams were surprisingly small for the loads they were expected to carry. In 
addition, both the forward beam and upper cockpit frame showed signs of minor rot while the king 
plank exhibited the same. (The aft beam was solid but, showing black mildew stains, was cleaned and 
wiped down with glycol for future protection.) All three were replaced, the cockpit frame with a single 
piece of 3/8” marine ply and the forward king plank carrier beam was replaced with a piece of oak 2x4 
notched for the plank. 

The new center support beam was also made from a piece of oak 2x4. Smaller carrier blocks were 
made from oak 1x3, notched for the main beam, with ply backing blocks. The carrier and backing 
blocks were bolted and glued to the existing port and starboard bulkheads. These would provide 
support for the main beam, allowing installation of the new decking, until the main support columns 
could be installed.



It is interesting to note that, due to different clearances from existing structures, the starboard side of 
the beam was matched to the bottom of the carrier, while the port was matched to the top of the carrier.

Starboard side carrier and backing blocks from quarter berth.

Port side carrier block from galley cubby behind sink.

The new king plank was made with two layers of 1/2” marine ply glued together. Two layers of 
penetrating epoxy were applied on all edges and faces. The plank would be installed with countersunk 
stainless screws after the new center main main beam was in place.



New support beam and cockpit forward face.

New cockpit forward face forward carrier beam and center
beam. Note water heater at top and mast to left. 



Test fit of king plank on new beams..

Installation of the new plywood decking was again in two layers of 3/8” marine ply glued together. The
top lift of existing deck ply would be cut back 1.5” to provide overlap for new decking. A layer of 
fiberglass cloth was applied and the next day the teak strips under the mast support block were 
installed. In order to eliminate a source of leaks from screws penetrating the glass these strips were 
installed with 3M 5200. Calling it a week, it was time to head home and allow time for the 5200 to 
cure. Returning to the boat a few weeks later I finished the teak decking, even using some of the 
salvaged original teak in the area previously occupied by the ice box hatch. A couple days later we 
restepped the mast just before our renaming ceremony and dockside party.

Support columns – round 1:
My original plan based on research, was to mount the support bottom of the beam columns on or off 
the engine bed stringers. I made a ply mockup from scrap at home with dimensions to fit the beds and 
the 2x4 oak columns I planned to use. And provided this, with a section of the column to ensure proper 
fit, to a local fab shop for a pair in stainless. The plan was to use 2 lag bolts on the top 2 thru the 
column into the bed on the sides. Brilliant!



Wooden column support mockup.

Completed stainless column support.

Completed stainless column support.



I was very pleased with the results and, after a few weeks of anticipation, went to the boat for a test fit. 
Surprise #2!! I could fit the carrier on the starboard bed but installation would block access to the 
starter mounting bolts. On the port side the same situation arose, but the issue was an engine oil heat 
exchanger blocking a clear path to the bed. With a different engine than the Perkins there might not 
have been a problem, but I now had 2 nice paper weights and time to rethink the plan.

Support columns – round 2:
I decided that I would have to mount the lower end of the columns to the hull using a support pad to 
spread the force. In the mean time I worked out the details of the upper end of the column that would 
attach to the new support beam but still be adjustable. The idea was basically two inverted cupped 
hands, one on the column the other on the beam, with a screw jack mechanism for adjustment.

A 1/2” stainless steel rod would be welded onto the beam support channel with two 1/4” holes drilled 
each side to fix it in place. The column channel would also have two 1/4” holes to fix it to the column 
but the rod would be free to move up or down by using a stainless nut and washer rotating on a nylon 



washer to reduce friction. A second nut was also installed on the rod to act as a lock nut. I returned to 
my local fabricator and the finished product also met my expectations with the exception of the rod not 
extending 1/2” into the beam channel as shown on the drawing. In retrospect, this was better as it 
allowed for movement along the beam until screwed in place, simplifying alignment and installation.

Column and beam channels with adjusting nut.

Support column and beam workshop test fit.

I cut two oak 2x4's columns to an oversize length to allow final trimming at the boat. One difficulty 
arose as I struggled to find a method to drill into the top ends of the columns. This hole for the rod had 
to be straight with little or no angle deviation. The final solution was to locate the center of a 3-1/2” 
piece of the same oak 2x4 with a corner to corner “X” and drill a 9/16” hole through it with a drill 
press. An “X” was also placed on the bottom of the block to verify straightness. Unfortunately, as 
shown on the photos below, my first attempt angled due to the press table not being perfectly flat and 
square with the drill bit. Once corrected the second attempt succeeded. This block was then securely 



fastened to the column with scrap ply and clamps to maintain alignment. A 9/16” drill started the hole 
into the top of the column and spade bit provided the necessary reach to the depth required for the rod.

Column drilling jigs, top view.

Column drilling jigs, bottom view. 1st attempt
shown on bottom. Note offset from center “X”.

Once back at the boat I was able to accurately measure the length for the columns for the starboard 
side, with access through the quarter berth engine panel, approximately accounting for the slope of the 
hull on the bottom end. A piece of 3/8” marine ply was cut to 4”x6” to spread loads and temporarily 
fastened with two stainless screws, allowing multiple opportunities for test fitting and 
trimming/shaping of the bottom end. Once satisfied, I also fabricated a mortise and tenon 
approximately 4” from the column end, held together with two stainless bolts, to facilitate any future 
removal needs. Another test fit identified the need to pre-drill holes into the beam for the two top 
channel position stabilizing screws and also a small recess for the top channel interior weld bulge to 
maintain full contact across the channel. The recess was cut in by drilling a shallow hole with an 
oversize Forstner bit.



Support column assembly components.

Support column test fit with plywood foot. Note
engine starter above bed causing original conflict.

At this point the next step was to mark, sand, vacuum and acetone clean the inside of the hull that 
would receive the fiberglass bonding. I also pre-cut sufficient pieces of glass roving and mat for 
multiple layers to fit around the ends and sides of the foot and column. I removed the foot piece screws,
mixed up slow set resin and applied a primer coat both sides, then moved quickly to apply another resin
primer coat to the area marked out on the hull. That done, the resin was thickened and applied to the 



foot/column joint and the two temporary screws reinstalled to provide necessary clamping force. 
Taking the column assembly back into the boat the hull interior contact area was coated with the 
thickened mixture, the column top channel screwed into the support beam and the adjusting screw 
lightly tightened forcing the column foot into contact with the hull. It was necessary, due to the slope of
the hull, to run a temporary line to hold the column into position and alignment. The squeeze out of the 
thickened mixture was used to provide fillets from the hull to the foot sides and from the foot top to the
column for the upcoming bonding laminations.

While the epoxy started to kick off I covered a 24”x18” piece of ply with waxed paper, securely duct 
taping it to the bottom of the board. Additional slow set epoxy was mixed and the pre-cut pieces of mat 
and roving were saturated and thoroughly rolled out on the board. These were taken below and 
sequentially layered and hand rubbed  (with gloves of course) ensuring a solid and complete bond. The 
only things left to do were cleanup and hydrate with the appropriate beverage.

The next day I repeated the process on the port side (which had even less access). It was necessary to 
cut a oversize square hole through the bottom of the galley cubby shelf behind the sink for the column 
to reach the beam, after which the beam channel with the rod was installed. For access to the location 
where the bottom of the column would be located it was also necessary to remove the engine raw water
strainer, the sink, supporting woodwork and multiple hoses and plumping fittings. Additionally, due to 
the location of the Perkins oil filter, major cleanup was necessary on the hull and engine beds. 
Eventually it all worked out and the items were reinstalled. 

Port side support column installed and glasses in.
Note new oil filter and fitting on left, replacing
original canister style, with oil heat exchanger above.

I attended to other minor projects over the next couple of days, allowing sufficient time for the epoxy 
to reach full strength. The adjusting nuts on the columns were slowly and alternately screwed down, 
raising the beam and overlaying deck, with some minor creaking from the surrounding wood 
components. I repeated the adjustments in small increments over several days, carefully watching the 
deck, hull, column bottoms and mizzen rigging. As the deck raised, the rigging slowly tightened to a 
point where I decided the final adjustments would be made with the turnbuckles.



The final results have worked out and I have been able to maintain tension on the mizzen shrouds, 
which also affects the triatic. In hindsight, knowing what I know now regarding some of the Mariner's 
problem issues, I would have probably combined several of the individual repairs/improvements into a 
single larger effort in order to have better access (shoulda, woulda, coulda ....). Specifically -

1) When replacing the engine, as detailed in another article, I would have also pulled and 
refurbished the transmission at the same time.

2) With both engine and transmission gone access to install the new beam and supports would 
have been fantastic. However, I might have missed the conflict with the starter and heat 
exchanger. 

3) I should have checked the starboard side cockpit deck, done it at the same time as the port, and 
headed off a later rebuild issue on that side.

4) When rebuilding the original port cockpit deck I would have pulled the deck ice box at that 
time.

5) Pulling the mizzen was not as big an issue as I feared and should have been done in conjunction
with the other deck rebuilds, making a single project.

Finally, I have provided a possible option 3 for the base of the mizzen support columns, as sketched 
below, using both of the fabrications shown above. This would use the engine beds for a portion of the 
load, reduce the load on the hull by half and eliminate conflict with the Perkins starter and other 
equipment.


